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The share of U.S electricity generated by coal has fallen from nearly 50% to 33%. This transition offers social
environmental benefits but spatially concentrated costs as coal miners and their local communities have
suffered. Coal states have responded to shifting demand conditions by introducing incentives for local
power plants to purchase coal from local mines. We document that power plants in areas with mining activity
are more likely to be coal-fired and to purchase more within political boundary coal even after controlling for
the distance from power plants to mines.
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Introduction
To mitigate the global challenge of climate change, nations must burn less coal. In recent
years, the share of U.S electricity generated by coal has fallen from nearly 50% to 33%. The
U.S reduction in coal use for generating power is especially notable because it has occurred
without the U.S imposing carbon pricing or a carbon tax (Cragg et al. 2013) . The
substitution away from coal is mainly due to the rise of the adoption of fracking technology
and some states sharply ratcheting up their renewable portfolio standards (Burtraw et al.
2012,Venkatesh et al. (2012)) . While competition from natural gas is unlikely to abate,
changes in federal policies introduced by President Trump such as opening additional
federal lands to coal mining or rolling back carbon dioxide emissions standards on new
coal plants threaten to reverse or slow this trend.
While environmentalists cheer for coal’s sunset, there are interest groups with strong
incentives to protect this declining industry. Reduced power plant demand for coal
imposes spatially concentrated costs borne by traditional coal mining communities in
states such as West Virginia, Kentucky, and Wyoming, and the low skill workers who
engage in mining and providing services in mining areas. There were 261 coal mines in the
United States that shipped coal to the electricity sector in 2014. These mines are located in
rural areas where the population is typically white and has little education. Workers in
these regions have fewer alternative job prospects. Their local economies experience
slower economic growth and lower productivity than the rest of the nation (Islam, Minier,
and Ziliak 2015, Bollinger, Ziliak, and Troske (2011)) . The durable housing stock in such
areas means that local home prices could fall sharply if coal demand declines (Glaeser and
Gyourko 2015). In this case, displaced miners who own local homes lose both the wage
premium associated with mining and housing wealth.
Local politicians in coal regions are likely to anticipate these effects and thus have strong
incentives to engage in protecting local coal interests. In this paper, we document that
power plants are more likely to use coal to generate power and are more likely to purchase
locally mined coal if the power plant and the coal mine are located in the same state or
congressional district. This finding is robust to flexibly controlling for the distance between
mines and power plants. Areas with many coal-fired power plants can benefit substantially
from this behavior. Coal states provide large financial incentives to encourage local coal
purchases. West Virginia provides incentives that reduce the production cost for local coal
mines and encourages local buyers to buy from these sellers. Maryland and Virginia offer a
$3 per ton tax credit for utilities buying in-state coal (Bowen and Deskins 2015). Oklahoma
offers credits of $5 per ton to both coal mines and power plants, effectively contributing
$10 to every ton of Oklahoman coal that is burned for electricity generation in the state.
Both Oklahoma and Illinois have enacted laws aimed at forcing power plants to purchase
their coal from in-state mines rather than cheaper coal from Wyoming.
These local policies for protecting coal mines, their workers and their communities
introduce the usual deadweight loss from subsidies. Such local policies also raise local air
pollution and greenhouse gas emissions by encouraging greater coal burning. We provide
estimates of these costs.

Given that coal states are actively pursuing policies to prop up local coal mine demand,
environmentalists around the world must grapple with a transition dynamics problem
(Tullock 1975). Haarstad (2012) explores a free market solution of the purchase of the
coal and just keeping it in the ground. Coal mining though bundles capital and labor. In the
conclusion, we discuss the challenge in implementing a likely Hicksian Pareto
Improvement when the workers who must transition are low skill middle aged men who
have roots and homes and culture and identity tied to a place that no longer offers a viable
way of earning a middle class life (Akerlof and Kranton 2001, Kuminoff, Schoellman and
Timmins 2016). The nascent energy and labor economics literature has not devoted
enough attention to the transition dynamics introduced by national energy policy.

The Spatial Economics of Coal Trading in a “Borderless” Economy
We present a simple framework for studying bilateral trade between power plants and coal
mines. Consider the case where coal is produced by a set of spatially-differentiated mines
using a homogeneous production function, and converted into electricity using a
homogeneous production function by power plants that seek to minimize their cost of
production subject to generating a given level of electricity. Further, suppose there are no
long-term contracts such that coal is sold on a spot market.
Given these assumptions, we expect that a “gravity model” of bilateral trade will have
significant explanatory power (Lee and Swagel 1997). If coal markets are competitive,
power plants will purchase coal from the closest mine, at a price that is at most equal to the
production price of coal plus the transportation cost from the second closest mine. If a
power plant purchases from a mine that is not its closest prospective trading partner, it is
indicative of deviation from perfect competition.
The cost of coal transportation is a substantial portion of total coal generation costs.
Shipping coal by rail – the predominant transportation method – generally costs on the
order of 2-8 cents per ton per mile, so each additional 100 miles of transportation increases
the delivered price of coal by $2-$8 per ton. Given that coal prices are generally below $50
per ton, power plants have a substantial incentive to purchase coal from close mines. These
costs are a significant portion of total operating costs for a coal-fired power plant. Based on
EIA reports of average operating expenses and average heat input for coal-fired power
plants, the transportation costs of moving coal 100 miles would account for about 0.2 cents
per kWh, around 5% of total operating expenses. In 2012, the median power plant
purchased 960,000 tons of coal while the median coal mine delivered nearly 1.2 million
tons of coal.
Figure 1 maps the 354 coal fired power plants in the United States and the 430 coal mines
in the U.S that either purchased coal in 2014 or shipped coal to the electricity sector in
2014. Several clear geographic patterns emerge. Coal mining is concentrated in Appalachia
(Kentucky, West Virginia, Ohio and Pennsylvania), in southern Illinois and Indiana, and in
Wyoming. While the majority of mines are in the Appalachia region, the largest mines are
in Wyoming, which has relatively low-quality but easily accessible coal deposits with low

sulfur content. Coal power plants exist throughout the country, but are most prevalent in
the Midwest, Mid Atlantic, and South.
For each power plant, we calculate the Euclidean distance to the coal mines with which it
trades. Figure 2 presents the cumulative density function of these distances where we
weight the observations by the quantity of coal the power plant consumed in 2014. We find
that 33% of total power plant coal is purchased from mines that are less than 100 miles
away (see Table 1). Throughout this paper, we take the location of mines and power plants
as exogenously determined.

The Economics of the Adoption of Local Protectionist Policies
Elected officials such as a mining state’s governors, Congressmen and local officials have an
incentive to help their constituents. Miners and the members of their communities are
typically low skill people with long time roots to the area. Local elected officials in coal
states are aware that their constituents face significant dislocation costs and seek to
protect them from long-lasting negative income shocks by stabilizing demand for their
constituents’ output.
Elected officials in coal areas have strong incentives to take actions that increase the
demand for coal. Mining is a high paying job for low skill workers. Indeed, the average wage
for all U.S. coal miners was $83,600 in 2015 according to the National Mining Association.
The average wage across all industries, by contrast, was around $50,000. Average coal
mining wages were around 60% higher than the average wage in coal mining states.
By boosting coal demand and raising local wages and home prices, elected officials can
achieve stability for local families. Stable families and their communities go hand in hand in
areas that do not have alternative industries to turn to. Families enjoying job security are
less likely to experience divorce, substance abuse and economic hardship. Labor
economists have emphasized the possibility of scaring due to duration dependence
associated with experiencing unemployment ((Heckman and Borjas 1980, Black,
McKinnish, and Sanders (2003), D. A. Black, McKinnish, and Sanders (2005), D. Black,
McKinnish, and Sanders (2005)). If coal miners lose their jobs and become unemployed, the
duration dependence hypothesis posits that they will become increasingly less likely to find
a new job and are unlikely to find a new job that pays as well. Urban economists have
emphasized the importance of durable real estate capital in determining local real estate
prices (Glaeser and Gyourko 2005). Given the inelastic supply of housing in Appalachia,
reductions in local demand for housing near declining coal mines would result in falling
home prices. This would mean that unemployed coal miners who own homes would suffer
the double blow of not being employed and owning an asset that has declined sharply in
value.
The children who grow up in such families are likely to be especially affected. Based on
Heckman’s dynamic complementarity model, the early years of life are crucial for raising
the chances of a child achieving her full potential (Heckman 2007). If the household’s
income declines and if the family divorces, such a child is less likely to succeed. This

dynamic provides a vision for how reduced coal demand translates into widening income
inequality and increased poverty in these rural areas.
Elected officials in coal areas will understand this dynamic and this creates an incentive
(due to both altruism for constituents as well as the desire to be re-elected) for local
politicians to use their clout to encourage in state coal power plants to “buy locally”. In this
sense, local elected officials internalize the social benefits from boosting coal demand but
have only weak incentives to internalize the social costs of coal burning.
State and local officials face budget constraints. States such as West Virginia may not have the
tax base of diversified industries and urban residents to tax in order to redistribute to the coal
interests. West Virginia has the fourth lowest ratio of 1% income to 99% income (higher ratio
means 1% are richer relative to bottom 99%). This logic suggests that states with a larger urban
sector may be more likely to engage in such spatial redistribution.
Table 2 displays for each major coal mining state the share of its mined coal that is sold to
an instate power plant. It also presents the share of the state’s power plants who purchase
local coal. The average state power plant receives 24% of its total coal consumption from
in-state mine. The average across only the states that produce coal is 48%. The states that
receive the lowest-percentage of total coal purchases from in-state mines were Kansas
(20), Maryland (24), Missouri (29), Oklahoma (40) and Tennessee (47). In each of these
states, coal is the dominant source of electricity generation but coal mining is a relatively
small industry. West Virginia’s mines sell a surprisingly large share of their power out of
state.

The Empirical Strategy for Testing for Local Protection Effects
In a standard differentiated products market setting, each coal seller can be viewed as
selling a different variety of coal. In such a demand system, a given power plant’s demand
for coal from mine j will be a function of mine j’s price and a function of every other mine’s
price. This would lead to a large demand system. Local protectionism in this setting would
introduce a wedge between the price the buyer pays and the price the mine collects.
Instead of implementing this strategy, we adopt a reduced form approach to measure
“border effects”. We pursue this less ambitious goal because we do not observe the price
that each mine offers each electric utility for its coal. We also do not know the exact
subsidies each coal mining state offers. Even if we could observe all of this information, we
would face an endogeneity challenge of modelling each state’s choice of optimal subsidies.
A rational local entity would choose the optimal subsidy while trading off the expected
gains of greater coal sales against the deadweight loss induced by paying for this aggregate
subsidy.

We sidestep these challenges by adopting a reduced form approach. We examine the
effects of political boundaries on the trading patterns of pairs of power plants and coal
mines. Our key hypotheses focus on the coefficient estimates for our border variables. Our
identification strategy relies on the assumption that our flexible controls for distance
capture any affect associated with transportation costs between power plants and mines.
Our sunset hypothesis posits that all else equal, there will be more coal trade when the
buyer and seller are in the same jurisdiction. This econometric strategy combines the
standard trade gravity model with Holmes (1998) borders approach.
The distinctive feature of our econometric framework is the vector of dummy variables
indicating if the origin mine and potential destination power plant share a common
political jurisdiction. Power plants and mines that are within the same jurisdiction are, of
course, relatively close to each other and have lower transportation costs than power
plants that are far away. By explicitly controlling for the distance between power plants
and mines, our political jurisdiction variable compares the likelihood of buying coal from
an in-state mine relative to a similarly distance out-of-state mine.

Coal Purchases and Quantities
We estimate a series of regressions to test the hypothesis that coal trading varies across
political boundaries in ways beyond what would be predicted by a gravity model. In each
case, our linear regression of interest is given in equation (1)
𝑌𝑖𝑗𝑡 = 𝐴 + 𝑔(𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑗 ) + 𝛽1 𝐵𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑗𝑡 + 𝛽2 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑠 + 𝛾𝑡 + 𝑈𝑖𝑗𝑡
The subscript i denotes the power plant, j denotes the mine, and t denotes the year. In
equation (1) , the key explanatory variables of interest are the vector of border dummies.
We include two dummies indicating whether the mine and the plant are located in the
same state or the same Congressional District. A key point to note is that we flexibly model
the role of distance on trade. This 𝑔() polynomial, splines, and distance bins that we report
below allow us to flexibly control for proxies for transportation costs.
In our first set of results, the dependent variable is a dummy variable, 𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑖𝑗𝑡 , that equals
one if power plant i trades with mine j in year t. We estimate the probability of 𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑖𝑗𝑡 in a
logistic regression, assuming that 𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑖𝑗𝑡 = 1 if 𝑌𝑖𝑗𝑡 > 0.
Similarly, we estimate OLS versions of equation in which the dependent variable 𝑌𝑖𝑗𝑡 is
defined as 𝑄𝑢𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑖𝑗𝑡 , the amount of coal in tons that is traded between each power plant
and mine combination.
Our identification of the political boundary effect relies on the assumption that, conditional
on our distance control, that a mine that is in the same state as the power plant differs from
a mine that is in a different state by only the political effect. As such, we require that a mine
plant combination might be either in the same state or in different states for any given
distance. We limit our sample to only plant mine combinations that are greater than 10

miles apart (the minimum distance between a mine and an out-of-state plant and 335 miles
(the maximum distance between a mine and power plant that are in the same state).

A Border Pairs Test
One potential concern is that our cross-political boundary results might merely be the
effect of non-linear distance effects that are not captured by our distance controls. In order
to address this concern, we estimate the effect of the political boundary on coal trading in a
border pairs framework in the spirit of Black (1999) and Holmes (1998). Following Dube,
Lester, and Reich (2010), we rely on controls for contiguous counties that are in different
states to better control for unobserved characteristics of power plant locations that could
bias our estimates of the cross-state effect. Our approach relies on the typical continuity
assumption that characteristics on either side of a boundary are the same. Under this
assumption, the effect of the border can be treated as randomly assigned. In our case, we
assume that power plants in counties on either side of a state border are otherwise
comparable and then estimate the causal effect of crossing the border on the probability
that a mine buys coal from a power plant.
Following Dube, Lester, and Reich (2010), we limit our sample to only counties along state
borders that are adjacent to a county in another state that also has a coal-fired power plant.
There are 69 counties that both have a coal-fired power plant and are adjacent to a county
in a different state that also has a coal fired power plant and a total of 89 unique county
boundary pairs (some counties appear in more than one pair). There are 105 power plants
in these 69 counties.
We then create a set of adjacent-power plant county by mining county fixed effects for each
mining county on either side of the adjacent county border. For example, there are two
power plants in Apache County, Arizona and one power plant in neighboring McKinley
County, New Mexico. There are six coal mines in two counties in New Mexico and one coal
mine in Arizona. We assign a fixed effect for each of the three Arizona and New Mexico
mining counties to each of the three power plants. This fixed effect captures the distance
between the mine and the power plant county pair, so that our identification is driven by
the difference in trading behavior between each mining and power plant on either side of
the state border.
In order to implement this strategy, we modify equation (1) to reflect the addition of these
bordering county fixed effects as
𝑌𝑖𝑗𝑐𝑝𝑡 = 𝛿𝑝𝑐 + 𝛾𝑡 + 𝛽1 ∗ 𝐵𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑗𝑡 + 𝛽2 ∗ 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑠 + 𝑈𝑖𝑗𝑐𝑝𝑡

Note that this new regression differs from equation (1) because we now restrict the set of
observations we include in the regression and we also include a set of 𝛿𝑝𝑐 bordering
county-by-mining county fixed effects where 𝑐 denotes the county of mine 𝑗. We again
estimate the probability that a mine and a power plant trade in a given year as determined
by 𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑖𝑗𝑐𝑝𝑡 = 1 if 𝑌𝑖𝑗𝑐𝑝𝑡 > 0.

A Discrete Choice Model of Each Mine’s Major Coal Purchaser
Over the years 2008 to 2014, mines sold 60% of their coal to their largest trading partner.
Many mines just sell to one utility and a large majority just sell to two power plants.
Recognizing this point, we report a series of conditional logit models in which each mine
chooses which electric utility to be its major customer. We recognize that this is an
equilibrium relationship. We focus on mines and power plants that are within 350 miles of
each other. So, if a mine is within 350 miles of 38 power plants then this mine makes a 38
dimensional choice over which power plant will be its main customer. We model the
probability that this power plant is selected as a function of a cubic of the distance from the
mine to the power plant and a dummy variable indicating whether the mine and the power
plant are in the same state.

𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏(𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑗 𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠 𝑚𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑎𝑙 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑡 𝑙)
=

exp(𝐵 ∗ 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑗𝑙 + ∆ ∗ 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑗𝑙 )
∗ 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑗𝑙 + ∆ ∗ 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑗𝑙 )

∑𝑛𝑙=1 exp(𝐵

This conditional logit model explicitly incorporates the cross-elasticities in a tractable
format.

Power Plant and Mine Data
In this study, our main unit of analysis will be a coal mine’s trading with each power plant
in each year. The EIA collects data on fuel deliveries to the plants in the power sector.
We construct a data set containing 3,893,638 rows of coal mine/power plant /year
combinations. In our data set, there are 1,186 coal mines, 469 power plants and 7 years
(2008-2014) in our sample. We compute the Euclidean distance between each mine and
each power plant in our dataset. Finally, we calculate the total annual quantity of coal that
is shipped for each county and the total annual quantity of coal that is received for each
power plant and drop plant-coal county-year observations in which the plant received no
coal or the coal county shipped no coal. This leaves 455,776 million observations from the
initial matrix of 3.9 million plant-mine-year combinations.
Characteristics of the delivered coal are also reported for each transaction. These
characteristics include the delivered cost of the coal, as well as the ash, sulfur, and heat
content for the fuels. They also report characteristics of the trade such as whether or not
the trade occurred pursuant to a contract and the duration of any contracts.

We overlay state and congressional boundary shape files onto our geospatial data on
power plant and coal county/mine location and create indicator variables for whether a
power plant – coal county/mine combination are in the same state or congressional
district.

Results on Coal Trading
A necessary condition for a mine to trade with a power plant is for the power plant to be coal
fired and for it to exist. Our first set of empirical work focuses on this extensive margin. Our
unit of analysis is a power plant/year. After controlling for the distance to the closest coal
mine, the probability of having a coal fired power plant in a county is about 0.5 percentage
points higher if there is a coal mine in the county than if there is not a coal mine in the county
(Table 3). Note that this indicates that even after controlling for the distance to the closest coal
mine, a county is more likely to have a coal burning power plant if there is an in-county coal
mine. Surprisingly, the effect of having an in-state but out-of-county coal mine actually serves
to decrease the probability that there is a coal power plant in the county. This effect is quite
small relative to the in-county effect.
Jurisdictional effects are associated with the probability that an existing coal fired power plant
closes. A power plant (or rather a generator) that is in a state with a coal mine is approximately
7 percentage points less likely to have closed by 2014 than a coal power plant without a
potential in-state trading partner (see Table 4).

Coal Purchases and Quantities Results
Across each distance specification, we consistently find a positive and statistically
significant effect of being within state and congressional district lines on the probability
that a power plant will purchase coal from a mine. Table 5 presents these results. A power
plant is 0.4 percentage points more likely to purchase coal from an in-state mine than from
an out-of-state mine that is the same distance away. This effect is quite large in context.
Across our entire sample, the probability that a plant-mine combination engages in a trade
in a given year is about 1.8 percent. We find comparable effects at the congressional district
boundary. Intra-congressional district trades are approximately 0.3 percentage points
more likely to occur than inter-county trades. These effects are consistent regardless of the
approach to controlling for transportation distance using either polynomials or a restricted
cubic spline. Also, note the relationship between the political boundaries. A mine that is in
the same congressional district as a power plant is obviously in the same state as well, so
the net effect is the sum of the two coefficients.

The probability that a power plant and a mine trade is increasing in both power plant
purchases and in mine shipments. This indicates that plants that buy a lot of coal tend to
purchase from more mines than plants that buy a relatively small amount of coal. Similarly,
mines that produce a lot of coal sell to more power plants than small mines.
When we focus on the quantity of coal that is purchased, we find that much higher
quantities of coal are pushed from intra-congressional district trading partners than from
partner in different jurisdictions. These results are reported in Table 6. A power plant will
buy approximately 30,000 more tons of coal from a mine in its congressional district than
from a mine in a different district. There is some evidence that intra-state trading partners
also purchase more coal than out-of-state partners, but the magnitude of this effect is small
and the result is weakly significant at best.

Border Pairs Results
Our border pair models presented in Table 7 report further evidence of political boundary
effects in coal purchasing. In estimating equation (2), we include all mines as potential trading
partners, each of the 105 power plants in the 69 counties that both have a coal-fired power
plant and border a county with a coal-fired power plant can trade with any of the 400 mines.
We restrict our sample by limiting each pair of adjacent-county power plants to only being able
to purchase coal from mines in either state of the adjacent counties. For example, the power
plants in Mobile County, Alabama and Jackson County, Mississippi would have as potential
trading partners the coal mines in Alabama and Mississippi but we drop the power plant-mine
observations in which the mines are in other states. In this specification, the border variable
captures the relative difference in the probability of a trade between each mine in Alabama and
the plants in Mobile, County Alabama and Jackson County, Mississippi. Our neighboring countypair fixed effect captures unobserved characteristics of the Mobile/Jackson area and the
remaining difference in probability is assigned to the border effect.
We find that plants are approximately 4 percentage points more likely to purchase coal from instate mines that from mines in a different state. Again, this effect is robust to a range of
controls for the distance between the power plant and the coal mine. The same state boundary
also corresponds in some cases to a shared congressional district and county which we omit
from the estimation. Using the border pairs subsample, we find larger overall effects than our
baseline specification. The combined effect of the three boundaries in our baseline results is
around 2-3 percentage points.
Conditional Logit Results
In Table 8, we report results from seven conditional logit models. We estimate the
probability that a given power plant is a mine’s major trading partner based on its distance

from the mine and whether the mine and the power plant are located in the same state. We
find evidence of a positive and statistically significant same state dummy.2
In Table 9, we allow the “same state” dummy’s coefficient to vary for major mining
states including West Virginia, Kentucky, Wyoming, Ohio and Pennsylvania. We find a
negative and statistically significant effect for West Virginia. While this result is puzzling
from the perspective of the miners, we believe that a public finance argument explains this
finding. West Virginia features few cities and few rich cities. A state that faces a balanced
budget condition needs to raise taxes on urbanites if it seeks to redistribute to rural areas.
To test this claim, we use Census data from the 2000 census and calculate each state’s
percentage of adults who are college graduates and the percentage of people living in
poverty. In Table 10, we interact the “same state” dummy with these two state
characteristics. We find a larger within political district effect on trading in states with
more human capital and less poverty. These findings suggest that while all mining states
would like to subsidize local miners, those states that have rich cities have a greater ability
to do so.

We recognize that both investment specificity and the federal regulatory environment
will influence coal trade. Given our paper’s focus, we do not explicitly study these features.
Past investments by local power plants to optimize the power generation process as a
function of local coal purchases may create a “lock in” effect through the asset specificity of
past investments (Joskow 1985). One possible explanation for why the two parties would
be willing to “lock in” to a long term relationship is because they anticipate that there will
be less future political risk between two contracting parties since they are both
represented by the same political leaders. Government-owned utilities would be more
susceptible to job protectionary pressure than independent power producers who would
be more concerned with profit maximization and less concerned with local stakeholders.
We would therefore expect a smaller border effect when a greater proportion of power
plants were controlled by independent power producers. Cicala (2014) documents that
when utilities were forced to divest their power plants to new owners during electricity
deregulation that fuel procurement costs declined for coal plants. If political protectionism
is responsible for some of Cicala (2014) effect, we would expect our border protection
estimate to be smaller after deregulation than before it. The majority of our sample falls
after electricity deregulation was already in effect or being implemented so we do not have
pre-deregulation coefficients with which to compare against the early 1990s results. Still, it
is surprising that protectionist behavior is growing during the expansion of deregulation
during the early 1990s. This provides some suggestive evidence our political jurisdiction
effect is not driving the reductions in procurement costs noted by Cicala (2014).
2

Consequences of Intra-Jursidictional Purchases
Next, we turn to quantifying the social impacts of the intra-jurisdictional purchasing
disparity. Our primary explanation for the jurisdictional coal mining effect is an effort to
boost the local economy. As such, we should expect that increases in coal mine production
result in improved economic conditions.
First, we regress annual county-level economic and social conditions in coal mining
counties on the total quantity of coal that was produced from their mines. We include
county-specific fixed effects to control for an area's underlying, time-invariant economic
characteristics such as its distance from cities, resource endowments, etc. We also include
year-of-sample specific fixed effects to control for national economic trends. Note that
because we only include coal producing counties in our sample, the year-of-sample fixed
effects will capture much of the general decline in coal consumption due to the natural gas
boom.
Regression results are presented in Table 11. As dependent variables, we consider a
county's unemployment rate, its average annual pay, and its mortality rate (deaths per
100,000). In each case, increased coal production results in improvements in local
conditions. A marginal million tons of coal production lowers the mortality rate by about 7
deaths per hundred thousand people. For context, the average number of deaths per
100,000 people each year in these coal-producing is around 1,150. For each marginal
million tons of coal produced, the unemployment rate falls by about 0.3 percentage points
while average annual wages rise by about $500. These correspond to about a 3.5%
decrease in the unemployment rate and a 1.4% increase in average wages.
We then use the regression results from our primary models to perform back-of-theenvelope calculations about how intra-jurisdictional purchasing changes county conditions.
For each coal producing county in our sample, we calculate the number of in-state coal
power plants and multiply this number by the 0.46 percentage point increase in the
likelihood that a plant-mine pair trade in a given year. The average coal producing county
in our county experiences approximately 0.044 additional mine-plant purchases as a result
of plants and mines sharing a county (the average coal producing county has about 9.6
same-state plant-mine pairs). The average annual transaction of coal between a plant and a
mine was 268,000 tons.
Together, this indicates that the same state purchasing effect results in around 12,000 tons
more coal being purchased from the average coal mining county. The results in Table
indicate that this translates into 0.08 fewer deaths per hundred thousand residents, a
0.0035 percentage point reduction in the unemployment rate, and a $6.44 increase in
average annual wages. Aggregated across each of the 210 coal mining counties, this
indicates total benefits in 2014 of around 6.6 avoided deaths, 128 additional employed
workers, and $20 million in total additional compensation for currently employed workers.

The Social Costs of “Local Political” Coal Trading
Assuming a $40 social cost per ton of carbon and 2.86 tons of CO2 per ton of coal, each of
the 210 coal mining counties would be associated with an average of around $1.37 million
in carbon costs. Aggregating across all of the coal mining counties in the sample, this results
in a total of $287 million in social carbon costs due to intra-jurisdictional purchasing. Even
if we assume that each of the avoided deaths associated with increased local coal
production in these coal mining communities is valued at $10 million, the carbon costs of
intra-state purchasing is still tens of millions of dollars higher than the local benefits.
THIS SECTION IS INCOMPLETE AND SPECULATIVE

Conclusion
States that specialize in mining have incentives to promote the growth (or at least slow the
decline) of one of their key industries. Given the durability of housing capital and the built
up social networks established in mining areas, its residents face both migration costs and
asset losses if the demand for coal mining declines. Such individuals face a fundamental job
retraining challenge that middle-aged workers who have worked in mines will have trouble
transitioning to other jobs. In this sense, there are local “Social Benefits of Carbon” and
these benefits have been ignored in studying issues related to the political economy of
phasing out coal. Local officials in coal areas are well aware that many of their constituents
depend on the continuing viability of the coal industry. Local officials internalize the
benefits of coal’s prolonged sunset but they ignore the social environmental costs
associated with such implicit subsidies. Our examination of the sunset of the coal industry
revisits recent research that has examined how rural communities have gained from the
fracking boom (Feyrer, Mansur, and Sacerdote 2017, Allcott and Keniston (2014)).
While the Trump administration has signaled a willingness to roll back environmentallymotivated restrictions on coal mining and coal burning, these changes will likely coincide
with less-restricted production of natural gas. Because natural gas is economically
competitive with coal for baseload electricity generation, the new administration may in
fact weaken demand for coal in the U.S. Concurrently, the removal of social safety net
schemes and a potential shift of the tax burden from the rich to the poor would further
weaken these communities. This would suggest that the ability of local politicians to prop
up local coal demand will grow even more important in the coming years.
We have introduced a detection approach to measure “excess” within border transactions.
Our empirical research design exploits the fact that coal mines and power plants vary with
respect to their geographic location. Some lie within the same political jurisdiction while
others do not. This variation allows us to use a flexible distance polynomial between pairs
of power plants and coal mines to recover key border effects. We document an increased
likelihood of trade and larger trade quantities when partners are within the same state and
congressional district.
Such local protectionism props up rural places in the short run but this raises issues of
whether this is beneficial to families in the long run. Would a “tough love” no spatial

bailout approach accelerate the sectoral transition that must eventually occur? Or due to
duration dependence, would such families suffer even more and have less of an
opportunity for their future generations to experience upward mobility? These same
issues arose after German Unification when the merits of subsidizing East Germany were
debated. Economists argued that such spatial subsidies slowed down migration from the
East to the West (Barro 1998, Uhlig 2008).
Future research could consider how to design a coal buyout that compensates coal miners
and their communities for their expected losses. Harstad (2012) has proposed a
mechanism of “buying coal” from marginal unregulated coal producers and then keeping
these purchased deposits in the ground after restricting production among regulated coal
producers. While Harstad focused on the international problem of unregulated coal
consumption, his proposal could be modified to address the problem of coal’s sunset by
purchasing domestic coal reserves and by paying coal miners to mine the purchased coal.
The coal could then be stored rather than burned, providing the local economic benefits
associated with the coal mine while avoiding the increased electricity costs and
environmental externalities caused by the combustion of the coal. By paying the coal
miners and supporting the local economy, local politicians would no longer need to use
their political capital to incentivize continued local coal consumption. We recognize that
the economics of identity literature would predict that coal miners would feel a loss of
dignity for performing work that effectively creates no value. We can imagine how
Economics professors would feel lecturing to empty classrooms.
This paper has highlighted the connection between low skill energy markets and resulting
environmental externalities. The labor economics literature has emphasized that childhood is a
key period of plasticity but when people are middle aged and have “locked in” to a physical
place, industry, a home, a social network; when the inelastically supply themselves to a way of
life, how does a benevolent planner propose a transition that compensates this group if their way
of life is not compatible with the pareto optimal allocation of resources?
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Table 1
The Quantity Weighted Distribution of the Distance between Coal Mines and Power Plants in
2014
0% 10% 20% 30% 40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

2.5 14.5 26.4 79.0 177.9 333.2 632.4 785.1 904.4 1058.0 1793.4

This table reports the empirical deciles of the distance distribution between pairs of coal mines
and power plants that trade with each other. The units are miles. 50% of all coal traded travels
less than 333.2 miles from the mine to the power plant.

Table 2
Coal Consumption and Deliveries by Source and Destination
State
FIPS

State Name

1
4
6
8
17
18
20
21
22
24
28
29
30
35
36
38
39
40
41
42
47
48
49
51
53
54
56

Alabama
Arizona
California
Colorado
Illinois
Indiana
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maryland
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
New Mexico
New York
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wyoming

Buy
In State
Consumption
Share
0.4
0.4
0
0.58
0.22
0.49
0.01
0.52
0.24
0.11
0.23
0.01
0.95
1
0
0.98
0.65
0.02
0
0.68
0.03
0.48
0.87
0.5
0.55
0.55
1

Sell
In State
Delivery
Share
0.96
0.72
0.49
0.31
0.81
0.53
0.3
1
0.26
1
0.65
0.34
0.63
0.98
0.38
0.95
0.57
0.33
1
0.76
0.32
0.34
0.08

Table 3: Effect of Local Mines on Power Plant Siting at County Level
No Plant

Coal Plant

Non-Coal
Plants Only

Mine in
State

0.0097***
(0.0015)

-0.0011**
(0.0005)

-0.0008***
(0.0002)

Mine in
County

-0.0030
(0.0045)

0.0054***
(0.0016)

-0.0023
(0.0048)

Population

-1.28x10-6 ***
(1.12x10-7)

1.62x10^-7***
(2.08x10-8)

1.12x10-6***
(9.78x10-8)

Distance
to Closest
Coal Mine

0.0065***
(0.002)

-0.0129***
(0.00029)

0.0063***
(0.00019)

Note: : Coefficients correspond to a multinomial logit regression of whether a county has no power plant, a coal power plant, or only
non-coal power plants. ***: p < 0.01, **: p <0.05, *: p <0.10

Table 4: Effect of Intra-Jurisdictional Mine on Plant Closure
(1)
Mine in
State

-0.0696**
(0.0296)

Nameplate
Capacity
(MW)

-0.0004***
(0.0000)

Opening
Year

-0.0006***
(0.0000)

Distance
to Closest
Coal Mine

-0.0001
(0.0001)

Note: Coefficients correspond to a logistic regression of whether or not a coal power plant closes throughout the duration of our sample.
See Equation 7. ***: p < 0.01, **: p <0.05, *: p <0.10. Standard errors are White-Robust.

Table 5: Effect of State and Congressional Boundaries on Trades between Plants and Mines

Mine Production
Plant Purchases

Bin
Cubic
Quartic
0.00047*** 0.00047*** 0.00047***
(4e-05)
(4e-05)
(4e-05)
0.00156*** 0.00159*** 0.00159***
(9e-05)
(9e-05)
(9e-05)

Same Congressional District 0.00309**
(0.00148)

0.00345**
(0.00149)

0.00292*
(0.0015)

Same State

0.00466*** 0.00452*** 0.00454***
(0.00094) (0.00094) (0.00095)

Year FE
Observations
AIC

X
455776
76273

X
455776
76206

X
455776
76089

Note: Coefficients correspond to a logistic regression estimating the probability that a
power-plant purchased coal from a given mine. Total Mine Production and Total Plant
Purchases are expressed in millions of tons. Standard errors are clustered at the plant-mine
level.

Table 6
Effect of State and Congressional Boundaries on Quantity of Coal Purchases

Mine Production
Plant Purchases

Bin
2017.79393***
(298.4943)

Cubic
2039.7175***
(301.58989)

Quartic
2043.20264***
(301.78692)

2144.34407***
(325.38893)

2194.32883***
(333.59695)

2175.75806***
(330.62551)

Same Congressional District 28258.71705*** 34594.61938*** 30736.22566***
(7371.0139)
(8029.08463)
(7608.1594)
Same State

1303.55889
(938.7279)

1389.62215
(931.36708)

1643.95093*
(942.37315)

Year FE
Observations
Adj. R2

X
455776
0.02311

X
455776
0.0252

X
455776
0.02887

Note: Coefficients correspond to an OLS regression estimating the quantity of coal that a
power plant purchased coal from a given mine in millions of tons. Total Mine Production
and Total Plant Purchases are expressed in millions of tons. Standard errors are clustered
at the plant-level and at the mine-level.

Table 7
Effect of State and Congressional Boundries on Trades between Plants and Counties - Mining
County - Plant Pair FE

Mine Production

Sharp RD
0.0059***
(3e-04)

Plant Purchases

0.0066***
(4e-04)

Same Congressional
District

0.03881***
(0.00354)

Same State

0.0093***
(0.00228)

Plant-Mine County FE
Year FE
Observations
Adjusted R2

X
X
59850
0.15434

Note: Coefficients correspond to an OLS regression estimating the probability that a powerplant purchased coal from a given mine. Total Mine Production and Total Plant Purchases
are expressed in millions of tons. Plant-Mine County FE is a set of fixed effects
corresponding to each power plant and each mining county in the power plant’s state and
its neighboring state.

Table 8
Conditional Logit Results for Explaining Each Mine’s Major Trading Partner

The unit of analysis is a mine/powerplant. The dependent variable equals one if the power plant is the mine’s major trading partner in that year. It equals zero
otherwise. The sample includes all mine/powerplant pairs that are within 350 miles of each other. Same state equals zero if the mine and the power plant are not
in the same state.

Table 9
Conditional Logits With Same State Stratifications for Major Coal Mining States
Pick
Samestate
scc21
scc39
scc42
scc51
scc54
distances

0.439

0.454

-0.098

(0.191)*

(0.215)

0.199

-0.339

0.096

(0.265)

(0.250)

(0.296)

1.002

0.391

0.650

(0.509)*

(0.386)

(0.458)

0.704

0.108

1.656

(0.378)

(0.332)

(0.360)**

0.387

-0.512

1.004

(0.549)

(0.565)

(0.512)*

-1.374

-0.776

-0.373

(0.351)**

(0.283)**

(0.341)

-56.755
284.315
(38.869)**

dist3

-460.799
(75.605)**

N

Pick

(0.202)*

(5.745)**

dist2

Pick

48,700

-45.579
(5.049)**

190.687
(34.260)**

-273.404
(66.780)**

74,481

-60.560
(5.705)**

289.789
(39.253)**

-448.074
(77.117)**

43,424

Scc54 = same state*West Virginia, 51 = Wyoming, 42= PA, 39=Ohio, 21= Kentucky, the omitted category is all other
mining states

Pick
samestate
mm5

Pick

-1.132

2.331

(0.469)*

(0.472)**

7.597
(2.282)**

distances

-53.096
(5.638)**

dist2

262.006
(38.455)**

dist3

-422.813
(75.100)**

mm6

-51.648
(5.656)**

253.475
(38.516)**

-408.579
(75.143)**

-14.354
(3.357)**

N
Table 10: Conditional Logit Models with Interactions

Mm5 = samestate*State % College Graduate
Mm6 = samestate*State % Poverty Rate

48,700

48,700

Table 12 Effect of Coal Production on Mining County Conditions
Mortality
Unemployment Wages
Coal Production (Millions of Tons) -7.13107** -0.29266***
546.95732***
(3.55842) (0.07851)
(115.005)
Year FE
Mining County FE
Observations
Adj. R2

X
X
1124
0.88381

X
X
1131
0.84865

X
X
1131
0.92285

Note: Coefficients correspond to an OLS regression estimating the mortality rate per 100,000 individuals, the unemployment
rate, and average annual wages in each coal mining county in the sample. Coal production is the total amount of coal that was
produced in the coal mining county. Standard errors are clustered at the county level.

